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Tbilisi’s oldest textile manufacturer Fashion House Materia dates 
back to 1948 and is responsible for preserving the technology and 
aesthetic of the era. Inheriting the corporation’s expertise Materiel 
was founded in 2012 by Maia Gogiberidze. 

Label was built with the intention to collaborate with young, 
local creatives. Each one of them is responsible for creating a new 
chapter in the brand’s history. Their hard work and dedication have 
become predominant to Materiel’s international success.  

Today Tiko Paksashvili is the creative force behind Materiel - joining 
the successful women-led team - for the first time in the brand’s 
history. Her unique approach juxstaposes structural tailoring with 
feminine silhouettes. Her collections represent an ongoing 
conversation of geometric and architectural forms with character 
of determined and ambitious woman. Tiko brings back classic 
Materiel silhouettes and examines them through new lens with 
carefully selected color palette and unconventional details.



            COMPANY
Local Production  / Made in Tbilisi 
Supporting Local Women  /  98% of employees are women
Social Initiatives  /  Internship program; Staff trainings
Sustainable  /  Use of environemntally friendly fabrics & materials
Recycling & Upcycling /  Re-use of fabrics & materials; minimum waste;
Environmentally Conscious  /  Re-use of water; extremly low consumption of 
natural resources; No use of chemical & environemntally harmful materials
  

               STYLE
Modern  /  Classic
Effortless  /  Sophisticated
Masculine  /  Feminine
Quality  /  Exclusive

our
philosophy        







MATERIEL 
WOMAN

“Influenced by the recent events, my mission is to create a timeless wardrobe 
for a modern woman.” 

“Being a modern woman means being confident, kind, and genuine, withour trying 
too hard.”

“There are no restrictions for Materiel woman. When I create, I try to 
disregard the differences in age, beliefs, and even in the environment. She 
(Materiel 
woman) decides what makes her feel comfortable and empowered.”

“Versatility is the key. Women should feel empowered by the garments they 
wear. They should feel feminine and comfortable throughout the day.”

“The wardrobe I am to create should celebrate women - at the office, during 
lunch, on a meeting, or on a night out. Clothing should adapt to woman’s 
character and not vice versa.”



FOUNDER        

Maia Gogiberidze was born and raised in Tbilisi. She moved to New York to 
pursue her education and career. 

Upon returning to Tbilisi a couple of years later, she decided to found a fashion 
label with modern concepts. She turned a family owned factory that used to 
specialize in uniforms into an ultra-modern factory and hired skillful staff to 
start producing high quality fashion garments.

She brought together young designers to help them acquire skill and knowledge 
that takes to run the fashion brand. 

Maia’s vision of building an internationally recognizable brand was soon in 
progress with the support of talented designers Materiel collaborated with. 
From local atelier to international label - Materiel has quickly gained the hearts 
of fashion insiders, opinion leaders, and magazines.

The brand is now sold across the globe in the main retailers and online 
platforms like, Net-a-Porter, Browns, Harrods, Selfridges, Bergdorf Goodman, 
My Theresa, KDW, Luisa Via Roma, and etc.





STOCKISTS

AMERICA
Bergdorf Goodman
Moda Operandi
Intermix
Elyse Walker
Market Highland Park
Kirna Zabete
Peri A

CANADA
SSENSE

UNITED KINGDOM
Browns
Selfridges
Harrods
Net-a-Porter

FRANCE
Le Samaritaine
Frankie Shop
Galeries Lafayette

ITALY
Luisa Via Roma
La Rinascente
Divo
Macondo
D’ainiello
Folli Follie
Maxim
Voga



STOCKISTS

UNITED KINGDOM
Browns
Selfridges
Harrods
Net-a-Porter

MIDDLE EAST
Harvey Nichols Dubai
Harvey Nichols Doha
Bloomingdales Kuwait
Ounass
Rudin Concept Kuwait
Rubaiyat
The Modist
Stitch

ASIA
Space MUE
Xingsely
Number One
Arthaus

FRANCE
Le Samaritaine
Frankie Shop
Galeries Lafayette

ITALY
Luisa Via Roma
La Rinascente
Divo
Macondo
D’ainiello
Folli Follie
Maxim
Voga

GERMANY
My Theresa
Listener
KaDeWe



sustainability
report

ISO 9001
quality management system
iso 9001:2015
certificate no:  qms42798



sustainability
report



DEMOGRAPHICS EDUCATION WORKERS RIGHTS HOUSE KEEPINGWORKERS SAFETY



SOCIAL 
COMPLIANCE

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
DATA FROM YEAR 2019
AUDIT CARRIED OUT BY ARGE MIA GMBH, HAMBURG 
AND SUSA GMBH, BERLIN

DEMOGRAPHICS EDUCATION WORKERS RIGHTS HOUSE KEEPINGWORKERS SAFETY



CO2 FOOTPRINT CHEMICAL FOOTPRINTWASTE FOOTPRINTWATER FOOTPRINTENERGY FOOTPRINT

ENVIRONMENTAL
PERFORMANCE

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
DATA FROM YEAR 2019
AUDIT CARRIED OUT BY ARGE MIA GMBH, HAMBURG 
AND SUSA GMBH, BERLIN



CO2 FOOTPRINT CHEMICAL FOOTPRINTWASTE FOOTPRINTWATER FOOTPRINTENERGY FOOTPRINT





PLANNING
FUTURE

We source materials all around the world from 
carefully selected suppliers who produce high quality 
and non-harmful fabrics. As of today, 75% of the 
fabrics we use per collection are sustainable. In 2020 
that number will be well above 80%. 

We care for our workers - their personal and 
professional growth is our interest. That is why we 
offer full trainings and improvement projects for our 
team. In 2020 Materiel has already scheduled six local 
and international training programs for its employees. 
This includes Marketing, Computer Programs, Advanced 
Sewing, and Pattern Making classes.

Materiel offers internship for local and international 
students. During this three-month program, students 
are able to learn more about the fashion business and 
have hands-on experiences with fabric choice, pattern 
making and sampling process. 

Being the local industry leader, Materiel has trained and 
employed workers from other regions and highly 
contributed in country’s employment indicator. In future, 
company plans to invest in transportation system to 
ensure workers’ comfort and safety. 



PRESS
Vogue
Vogue Paris
Vogue Russia
Vogue Ukraine
Vogue Portugal
Vogue Germany
Vogue Turkey
British Vogue
CR Fashion Book
Elle
Schon
L’Officiel Russia
Man Repeller
Cosmopolitan US
WWD
Zoe Magazine
Who What Wear
Business of Fashion
Kaltblut
Refinery 29
Now Fashion
Harpers Bazaar
Forbes
Forbes Woman
Grazia UK
Grazia FR
The Forumist
En Ville
Marie Claire
Porter Magazine
I-d
Hypebae
Fashionista
Marie 
Instyle
Marie Claire
Harrods Mag Trends
Duel Magazine





Thank you!

get in touch

Instagram
Facebook
E-Commerce

https://www.instagram.com/materieltbilisi/?hl=en
http://www.facebook.com/materieltbilisi/
https://materieltbilisi.com/



